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About This Game

Crystals and Curses is a super challenging puzzle game where players must constantly alter their way of thinking to solve new
puzzles. Each world presents new mechanics that change the rules of the puzzles. There are boss battles, riddles, unlockable lore,

and secrets which we are not at liberty to discuss.

Welcome to Asterra, where the puzzles are cursed, the lobsters gamble, and riddles lead you somewhere you never expected.

Stargazers Equi and Nox journey across Asterra, shattering curses and adding members to their party. They must solve puzzles
that are ever evolving as they pursue the source of the terrible curses. Along the way, they meet haunted suits of armor,

enchanted flying hats, and ancient tree spirits. Are they doomed to die a fiery, puzzley death?

Note: Crystals & Curses relies heavily on teal, red, and white for puzzling mechanics. Those who are color blind may have
issues differentiating these colors. Our apologies, we do not support a color blind mode yet!
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It would be really good to add in a chinese Dragon. Picked this little gem up for xmas with the family. Controls feel great!
Highly recommended for loads of local multiplayer fun!. You'll be soaring through the stars in no time as you discover the
galaxy in a similar fashion to Civilization. You'll find special materials, build star bases, enhance your planets and battle it out
with customized space ships.
The strategic elements create endless gameplay. But where this game truly soars is in its diplomatic system. The AI feels like
you're dealing with real people from real galactic civilizations. You'll tread carefully with some just to avoid war, give freely to
others because they'll do the same (and you generally won't have to look out for wonky back-stabbing events that just don't seem
to make sense) or you may just decide that a civilization is just too dangerous to live. Kill them all.
Another great reason to like this game is that it features a vast array of difficulty levels, so you can learn the game while you
play.
This 1st game is my favorite. Everything is in 2D sprite form. I played it endlessly. Galactic Civ II made everything in 3D and
kept many of the same elements -- but it just lost its charm for me. So do yourself a favor and pick this one up now and enjoy
several hours of strategic fun.. This is a great and very funny little game; its basically a top-down puzzle solver in which you
have to use an arsenal of different weapons and abilities to create a domino effect of destruction, earning you the highest score
and fulfilling objectives of each level. A good stress reliever for those days when you feel like smashing something ****. This
game is definitely confusing...will it scare you? Yes YES IT WILL, but after awhile you are very confused as what to do...if you
are going in the right place? No clues at all...no clues, so it is a huge maze. If they update it or kinda tell you what you are
supposed to do then yeah it can be a great game. The jumpscares can only get you so many times...

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=98LtATU7N9I

AT THIS MOMENT, I do not recommend it, but in the future very possible.. Just as good as the first episode.
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this game is a game that does not exists. This is a puzzle game in which you solve the mistery of a ship's crew that has been
murdered. The atmosphere is very nice and dark but not in a horror way. You feel to be alone on this ship surrounded by puzzles
of its former inhabitants.

The English localisation is a bit rough, but the game does not rely on texts. It also has hints if you don't want to solve every
puzzle yourself.

Beware of the torn pages, I had mine disappear when I tried to combine them while I hadn't obtained all three of them. That is
the only bug I experienced.
It is a nice small game.

. This game give you almost as good gameplay as many other free flash games. Is it worth paying for this at all? no :). I've loved
this game since it originally came out for Xbox and it's probably been my favorite game ever since. Incredible atmosphere, fun
characters, wonderfully diverse scenery, and breathtakingly good music (some pieces of which I listen to regularly, shoutout to
Steven Kirk). I absolutely adore this game and come back to play it through again every few years.. Very interesting puzzle
game where you control a robot which must exit rooms full of obstacles that can be moved and removed only in certain
manners, with a lot of traps and items to grab on the way. The difficulty increase the more you complete the rooms, with new
obstacles and items appearing in the game and time limits.
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